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the original mesh, and may in fact be accllrdtely represented
with .1 fraction of the number of mesh elements.
Scientific applications frequently use dense scalar data de-
fined over a 2D mesh. Often these meshes arc created at
a high density in order to capture the high frequency com-
ponents of sampled data Of La ensure an eITor bound in a
physical simulation. We prescnt an algoritlun which drasti-
cally reduces the number of triangle mesh elements required
to represent a mesh of sc.:1lar data values, while maintaining
that errors at each mesh point will not exceed a user-specified
bound. The algorithm deletes vertices and surrounding tri-
angles of the mesh which can be safely removed without
violating the error conslrnint. The hole which is left after
removal of a vertex is retriangulmcd with the goal of mini-
mizing the error introduced into the mesh. Examples using
medical dm.1 demonsLrate lhe utility of the decimation algo-
rithm. Suggested extensions show thm the idens set fonh in
lhis paper m.1Y be applied to a wide nmge of more complex
scientific dat.1..
Keywords: Computer Graphics, Volume Visuali1ll.tion, Ter-
rain Visualization, Decimation, Isoeontouring.
1 Introduction
Scientific data is commonly represented by sampled or gen-
erated scalar data defined over a mesh of discrete data points
in 2D or 3D. Orten, the data is collected .1t high densities due
to the method of sampling or Lhe need to accuraLcly perfonn
a complex physical simulation. Visualizing and computing
from the large meshes which result is a compu tationally inten-
sive task. It is often the case that thedata isnotas complex ns
1
One field which uses dense scalar data is medical imaging.
Current medical scanning devices, such as Computed To-
mography (CT) and M.1gnetic Resonance Imaging (TvlRl),
produce hundreds or thousands of 2D slices of scalar daLa
on reclilinear grids of up to 1024 by 1024 pixels, and future
devices will output data at an even finer resolution. There
are often large regions of each slice which arc emply space,
ouLside the region of inlerest, as well as large structures of
almost equal data value within the region of interest
A similar type ofdata is used in theearth sciences to represent
geological features. Digital Elevation Models (DEM's) are
height fields which depict a geographic region as a mesh of
elevation values. Much geogrnphicdataalso has theforLunaLe
properly of having many regions which are tim or of constant
slope, yet a regular mesh in unable to take advMtage of the
coherence in the dala.
There arc many olher types of scalar data found in scientific
slUdy, including pressure, tempcrnture, and velocity (mag-
nitude). Outside the realm of scientific study, one can even
createpolygonal meshes ofarbit:r3fy greyscale images for dis-
playing 2D images in 3D. lbis paper describes llil algorithm
for reducing the complexity ofthemeshes, while maint.'lining
a bound on the error in the decimated mesh. The decima-
tion algorithm t.1kes advantage of the spatial coherence in lhe
data defined over the mesh, which mesh generntors and fixed
sized scanning devices cannot do without prior knowledge
of the data. We will first describe work in the related field
of polygon decimation. The mesh decimation algorithm and
115 implementation will then be presented, along with illus-
trations of the usefulness of the decimated meshes in one
particular domain, medical imaging. Several extensions of
the algorithm reveal thm we arc not limited 10 applying this
work to 2D scalar data.
2 Related Work 3.1 Algorithm Overview
Figure 1: Vertex Classifications
3.2 Classification of Vertices
The first step in attempling to remove a vette,", is (Q deter-
mine its classification. There arc three simple classifications,
illustrated in Figure 1:
ComerBoundaryInterior
The algorithm for decimation is straightforward. Vertices
are considered candidates for deletion based on their classi-
fication, detennincd by e,",amining the configuration of each
vertex with their surrounding vertices. If a veltex is a valid
candidate, the hole which would result from the removal of
the vertex and its surrounding triangles is examined. If a
valid retriangulation can be found which maintains the error
bound for all deleted points, the triangles surrounding the
vertex arc deleted, and the new triangulation is added.
Inferior - a vertex with a complete cycle of adjacent trian-
gles.
Boundary - a vertex with a half cycle of adjacent triangles
which fonn a 180 degree angle at the boundary of the
mesh.
Previous work in data decimation has centered around two
fundamental methods. Filla, datu may be decimated in its
original form, with data values defined at mesh points. Other
methods for decimation extract information from a mesh in
the form of lines or polygons, and decimate the resulting
geometric primitives. Both provide valuable background
information.
Early work in mesh decimaLion was performed by Fowler,
et aI[l]. Using terrain data defined oyer a dense rectilin-
ear grid, a sparse triangular approximation to the data was
computed. The approach required lhat critical values in the
dala (maxima, minima, saddle points, ridges, ctc.) be iso-
lated and fOllTled inlo an initial triangulation, which was then
adaplivelyrefined (0 meet an error criteria
Decimation of arbiLrary polygonal surfaces is more genernl
and has been the subjcct of several recent works. Polygonal
surface decimation can be applied directly to the case of 20
mesh decimation for scalar data, by simply taking the data
values to be heights and mapping the 20 mesh into a 3D
polygonal mesh. It is important to nole, however, that by
discarding the notion of a 2D domain over which variables
arc defined, in general these methods carmol provide error
conlIol for the original dara points in the mesh. In decima-
tion ofpolygonal models, Turk[5] used pointrepulsion on the
surface of a polygonal model to generate nested sets of can-
didaLe vertices for retriangulation of models at various levels
of detail. Schroeder, et al.[4] decimate polygonal models
by deletion of vertices based on an error criteria, and local
remangulation with a goal of maintaining good aspect mlio
in the resulting triangulation.
Comer - a vertex with a half cyele of adjacent triangles
which do not fonn a 180 degree angle.
3 Scalar Data Mesh Decimation
The goal ofmesh decimation is to reduce the numberof mesh
elements required to represent the sampled data, while not
exceeding an error bound at any of the original mesh vertices.
The input mesh is a set of points in 20, along with scalar data
values defined at each point, as well as an edge-connected
triangulation of the points. The resulting decimated mesh
will consist of a subset of the original mesh points and data
values, and a new edge-connected triangulation. Discrete
data defined in a triangular mesh is genernIly made conlinu-
ous by lincarly interpolating data values along the edges of
the mesh, and across the interior of the triangle. It is our
goal to generate a decimated mesh, such that the interpolated
data values in the decimated mesh are within a user-specified
error bound of the original srunpled data values in the dense
mesh.
Interior and boundary vertices are considered as candidates
for deletion, and may be removed based on the error com-
putation described in the following section. Comer vertices
are not deleted because they define the domain of the data, a
2D region over which data values are defined. Decimation of
the corner vertices would give a different domain in the dec-
imated mesh. With our goal of controlling error at all points
defined in the original domain, it would be unacceptable to
delete a comer vertex, because we carmOl define an error
value for a point which is not in the domain of the decimated
mesh.
3.3 Computing Errors
We haveslatedas our goal that the errors at each of the deleted
points will be bounded. The error (hat we are bounding is
2 the error in data value from the original value defined in
Figure 2: Errors for Interior Vertex
Error Bound ill Origiml1 Triangul:uion
Error Boulld Pro()Ugolcd 10 Edge from Vi to Vj
the mesh to the value in the decimated mesh. Values in the
decimated mesh are detennined by a linear interpolation of
data values within the triangles of the decimated mesh. This
is accomplished by maintaining two error values for each
triangle in the mesh. The error values are upper bounds
on the error already introduced into the decimation for all
deleted vertices which lie in the triangle. The first error value
indicates an error above the triangle. In oLherwords, thecrror
represents the maximum error for all deleted vertices which
lie in the triangle whose original data value is greater than the
interpolated data valuc in the decimated mesh. The second
error value is the complementary case for vertices whose
original value is below the interpolated value. This error
represents the maximum difference betwccn the original data
value and the interpolated data value for all vertices within the
triangle whose original data value is below the interpolated
value. Of course, the errors are initialized to zero for the
original mesh. Note that these error value..<; are upper bounds,
and not exact values for the error within a triangle. This
allows us to use only a few simple rules for propagating and
accumulating errors from successive removals of venices.
When examining a hole for retriangulation. we must define a
rule for propagating errors from the previous triangulation to
the new triangulation. Error bounds on the new triangulation
will depend only on the crror bounds for the triangles in the
previous triangulation. as described below. It is useful to
infer bounds on the errors along edges from the bounds on
the errors within the mangles to which they belong. The error
along an edge which lies on the boundary of the hole inherits
the error value..<; of the triangle to which it belongs. This
is necessary because any triangle in the new triangulation
which uses this edge includes a ponion of the triangle from
the previous triangulation. and thus the errors must propagatc
to the new triangle. This rule is also sufficient, because all
points on thc edge also belong to the triangle. and there can
be no point on the triangle which has a larger error value than
the error bounds for the triangle.
the old triangulation is shown in dotted lines. Given the edge
from Vi to Vj where Vi and Vj are non-adjacent vertices. we
can compute errors for this edge as follows. Separate errors
are computed for each mangle in the old triangulation which
the new edge crosses. Edge VjVj in Figure 2 has a single en-
try point into and exit point from each of the three triangles
which it crosses. The entry point for the shaded triangle is
pI, and the exit point is p2. The error bound for the new
edge will be the maximum of the error bounds within each of
the triangles which it crosses. In order to propagate the error
bounds from the old triangles to the retriangulation. we must
assume the worst possible case for each introduced edge.
That is. in order to determine how an old mangle affects the
error along an introduced edge. we assume that the error at
each point in the old triangle is equal to the maximum error
within the triangle, both above and below. We first compute
an introduced error for the entry and exit points. The in-
troduced error is the signed distance, in data value. from the
old triangle to the new triangle at the given points. We also
define the maximum introduced error to be the greatest of
the signed introduced errors, and the minimum introduced
error to be the least of the signed introduced errors. The
da1a value for the old triangulation is linearly interpolated
from the data values at v'" and vy. The data value for the
new edge is interpolated from the values at Vi and Vj. Intro-
duced errors between the two points are linear combinations
of the errors at the endpoints (pI and p2) because the dmn
values within a mangle are linearly interpolated. Therefore,
the endpoints alone give us the maximum introduced error,
as well as the minimum introduced error, along a segment of
the introduced edge. Again assuming the worst ease, suppose
that the maximum error above the old triangle occurred at the
maximum introduced. error. The sum of the old error bound
and the maximum introduced error would be the new error
bound above the edge. Likewise, assume that the previous
maximum error below [he triangle occurred at the minimum
introduced error. Because the introduced errors arc signed
values, we take the difference of the previous error bound
below the triangle and the minimum introduced error to be
the new error bound below the introduced edge. The error
bounds are shown as dashed lines in the profile in Figure 2.
Note that if both signed errors are positive, the error bound
below the edge will decrease, and likewise the error bound
above the edge will decrease ifboth introduced errors are neg-
ative. This cancellation of errors occurs because all points
along the introduced edge move in the same direction away
from the previous triangulation, closing in on the previous
error bound in that direction. This is the main motivation
for maintaining error bounds above and below the triangles.
The possibility of cancellation of crrors during rcmangula-
tion increases the potential for further decimation, because
by lowering error bounds we provide more opportunity [or










33.1 Error in Interior Vertices
With this rule in mind, consider the case ofan intcriorvertex,








ErrorBoomJ for OriginaJ. TriaDguiotiOll
Error Bound Propagated 10 Edge from Vi 10 Vk
Figure 3: Errors in Bound.'lfy Venices
33.2 Error in Boundary Vertices
The case of a boundary vertex, shown in Figure 3, requires
one additional step. Removal of Vj in Figure 3 introduces an
edge from Vi 10 v". This edge will have atleasllhemaximum
oftheerrorsof!heedges from Vi 10 Vj and Vj to Vk. Thccrror
will be compounded in the direction of the error inttoduced
by removing Vj _ We compute the added error by laking the
linearly interpolated data value at Vj from the data values aL
Vi and VI;, and sublracLing the original dala value at Vi' This
introduced error will be added to the eCTor above the edge if
the introduced error is positive, and added to the error below
lheedge if the introduced error is negative. Errors for edges
interior [0 the hole are computed in the same manner as for
interior venices.
3.3.3 Error Summary
We have completed a definition of error and rules for propa-
gating these errors to edges during relriangulation such that
the error bounds are maint.'lined. The only remaining point
is (0 state a rule for de!ennining the error bounds for a new
triangle which is contained within a hole. We (ake the maxi·
mum of the error bounds for the edges composing a triangle
as the bound for the triangle ilself. As was the case for edge
errors, this is sufficient because all of our approximalions to
the data are linear. Errors for edges around the boundary take
into account the original triangle and associated errors, while
errors for edges within the hole account for any error which
is added from therelriangulation. The next step is to propose
a method for retriangulating using the rules which have been
defined.
3.4 Retriangulation
The heart of the decimmion is the retriangulalion. This pro-
cess is shown in figure 4. For each candidate vertex, we
search for a retriangulation which does not violate the error
criteria lbis search must be efficien(, therefore we can-
not search all possible triangulations and use the one which
minimizes the error. We mtempt to minimize the error by
successively choosing edges interior to the hole which creme
4
Figure 4: Illustrntion of Retriangulation Process
a polygon with an error which does not exceed our bounds.
First, we create a candidate list of edges by computing the er-
rors for all edges between vertices which are separated by one
vertex.. Candidate edges are those which have an error less
than our error bounds. We propose two methods for selecting
an edge from among the candidate edges to crea.tea triangle in
the new lriangulation. First, we may choose the edge which
has the least error. This melhod will attempt to approximate
the original data as closely as possible. A second possible
selection criteria is to choose the edge which introduces the
least error into the retriangulalion. This method allempts
to closely approximate the previous triangulation in the new
triangulation.
To perform the triangulation, we iteratively choose an edge
by one of the above selection criteria, while at the smne time
adding new edges to the candidme list with vertices which
have become one-separated due to the edge selection. This
rctriangulation scheme is not an exhaustive search of the
possible triangulations, which is quadratic in the number of
vertices. We designed this method to fulfill the requirement
of efficient retriangulalion, as it perfonns linear time search
for a triangulation which satisfies our error bounds. For
this reason, it may not find Ute retriangulation which best
approximates the original data In fact, it may not find an
acceptable triangulation even if one exists. It is possible that
by choosing a particular edge from the list of all candidate
edges, edges which are pan of an acceptable triangulation
will be eliminated, and triangulation may proceed to a dead
end.
It is also possible to use a hybrid of rwo or more selection
schemes to improve the possibility that a valid retriangula-
tion will be found. For example, one may attempt to find a
triangulation using an alternate selection scheme if previous
schemes fail, or one may even alternale selection schemes
for each edge selection during a single retriangulalion. Our
currenl implementation uses the former hybrid scheme, first
attempting a relriangulation by selecl1ng the edge which in-
troduces the minimum error, and upon failure, attempting
a retriangulalion by selecting the edge with minimum error.
Notice that there is a tradcoffinvolved between thenumberof
triangulations which are inspected, and the efficiency of the
retriangulation process. Of course, the overnll perfonnance
of the decimation is likely to improve if more triangulations




OUf results indicate that error bounded decimation produces
results comparable to other decimation melhods with several
added benefits. First, it achieves agoal oferror conlrol which
some methods are unable to accomplish for specific types of
data Error bounded decimation also has the advantage that
lhe only necessary parameters are the error bounds. Oilier
melhods require the user to specify "feature" parameters,
which Ihealgorilhm uses to mainlain high-frequencyedges in
the data Error bounded decimation naturally retains features
bychoosing aremangularion which closely approximates the
original data
OUf first lest case was a 256 by 256 scan of a human heart.
The dam values defined at each poinlare 8 bits in resolution.
Figure 5 shows the original slice as a 256 by 256 greyscale
image. The heart data was decimated by triangulating each
of the 2552 quadrilateral dala elements into two triangles, for
a total initial mesh of 127K triangles. In Figures 6 and. 7 the
left image shows a decimated lriangulationof the data, while
the right image shows a gouraud shaded triangulation using
the clata values at the vertices in the decimated triangulation.
Our second tesl case was a 512 by 512 scan of a human
head. The original CT image is displayed in Figure 8. Data
values for the head are 16 bit integers. The error parameter
for decimation is an absolute error bound, therefore the error
parameters for the test cases using the head data set were
chosen to be proponionally higher than the crror parameters
chosen for Ihe tcst cascs using the 8 bit rcsolution heart dma
set. Notice that in both the 8 bit hean data and the 16 bil
head data, an absolute crror bound of only 2 resulted in
decimation levels of ovcr 40%. This is a direct result of
the spatial coherence in sampled data which is exploited by
the decimation algorithm. Figures 9 and 10 show example
decimated meshes for the head in wirefmme and gouraud.
Listed below are decimation percentages for various error














an inlersection with the surface of interest[2]. It has been
estimated that 30% to 70% of the time spent naively com-
puting an isosurface from such a 3D grid of data is wasted
examining cells which have no intersection with thc surface
ofinterest[7]. For this reason, methods have been developed
which speed the computation of isocontours[6]. However,
such speedup methods still produce a large number of prim-
itives as a result, sometimes on the order of millions. push.
ing current graphics hardware to the limit. To compensate
for this, polygon decimation algorithms have been devel-
oped to reduce the number of polygons needed to represent
a surface[4]. Recent work addresses the specific problem
of the shecr number of polygons produced by isosurfacing
in rectilinear 3D data Interpolation schemes for locating
surface intersections within volume elements are modified,
with a goal of decreasing the necessary postprocessing time
required to decimate the resulting triangulation[3]. As wc
have seen, decimation can reduce lhe source data by as much
as 90%. Perfonning the desired operation on the decimated
data will allow tremendous speedups, as well as reducing
the number of primitives generated, taking the place of both
speedup methods and postprocessing at the price of a setup
cost to decimale the original data. It is necessary to note thaL
the decimated mesh loses somc of the infonnation present in
the dense mesh. and as such, components of the isocontour
may not be detected when computing from the decimated
mesh. What is suggested is that for interactive browsing of
a data set, it would be useful to quickly compute and display
multiple isoconlours computed from the decimated mesh,
and perhaps compute the full resolution isocontour when the
user decides to examine an isocontour more closely.
Several examples arc given in Figures 11, 12. and 13. Figure
13 is a generated scalar field sampled from a mathemati-
cal function. In each figure. the left image is the original
scalar data field with an isocontour computed directly from
the dense data The corresponding image on the right is
a decimated approximation of the dat.1.. with the isocontour
for the same isovalue computed from the decimated mesh.
Notice that while there are 80% - 90% fewer clements in
the decimated meshes, and 50% - 66% fewer line segments
generated from the decimated meshes. the differcnces in the
isocontours generated in the lWO meshes is almost negligible,
and certainly a reasonable approximation for user interaction
and browsing of contours.
6 Extensions
Tables of Decimation Results
5 Applications using decimated meshes
Decimated meshes of data are useful for several purposes.
Many operations on dense meshes waste much of lheir time
detennining which parts of the data are needed to compute
the results. Straightforward isocontouring of data, for exam-
ple, examines each element of data to detennine if there is
5
This work may be extended in many ways. The following
four suggested improvements and extensions to thealgorithm
will extend the usefulness of this method to many types of
scientific data as well as improve the perfonnance:
Allow QuadMeslzElemellts- by allowing quadrilateral mesh
elements as well as triangular mesh elements. we gain
in two ways. First, source da1a which is quadrilateral in
nature need not be triangulated in order to be processed,
saving from having to double the number of elements
before decimation. Second, retriangulation (or remesh-
ing) would not necessarily have to reduce the hole to
triangles. This may involve a more complicated search
algorithm to attempt to remesh a hole. or it may use
a simple extension of the one given here in which we
check edges that not only chop of a triangle, but chop
off a quadrilateral element as well. In eiLher case, more
possible triangulations can only improve the prospects
for decimation.
Extend to 3D - The extension of this algorithm to 3D is
relatively simple. Using tcLrahedral elements. deletion
of a vertex creates a hole which is a star-polytope. The
main challenge here is choosing a new set of tetrahedra
(0 fill the hole. Tsosurfacc generation and Volume Visu·
alization could both benefit from the compUlation of a
decimated 3D mesh.
Extend to arbitrary meshes - The ideas set forth in this paper
need not apply only to scalar data over a 20 domain.
This restriction is only for the definition of error, which
is an error in data value for a given 20 point. A more
genernl 30 polygon mesh decimation algorithm may
be implemented using the srune ideas and a modified
definition for error. For exrunple, error may be defined
as the distance to theretriangulated mesh in the direction
of the average plane for the vertices making up the hole.
Decimatioll of nOll-scalar data - Many scientific applica-
tions have many variables defined over a single mesh.
Data decimation need nO[ be only for scalar data. Given
a vector of scalar data values at each pointof a mesh. we
can keep error values for each variable. decimating the
mesh only when the error for all variables is kept within
our error limits. The performance of simultaneous deci-
mation with several variables will depend largely on Lhe
correlation between the variables.
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Figure 5: Original Heart CT Image 127K Triangles
Figure 6: Error = 8 73 % Decimation 33K Triangles
Figure 7: Error = 16 82 % Decimation
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22K Triangles
Figure 8: Original Head CT Image 517K Triangles
Figure 9: Error = 500 86 % Decimation 70K Triangles
Figure 10: Error = 1000 90% Decimation
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50K Triangles
Figure 11: Left: Isocontour from original data (6419 edges)
Right: Isocontourfrom 82% decimated daLa (2357 edges)
Figure 12: Left: Isocontour from original data (12594 edges)
Right: Isocontourfrom 86% decimated data (6147 edges)
Figure 13: Left: Isocontour from original data (2552 edges)
Right Isocontourfrom 90% decimated data (861 edges)
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